
BILL COUNTER

Brand: Safescan
Model: 2650
Color: Grey
Article: 112-0507
UPC: 888338333607

The Safescan 2650’s spacious hopper can hold 500 bills, and three adjustable speeds provide you with maximum counting flexibility, reliability and 

efficiency—up to 1,500 bills per minute. The 2650’s front-loading hopper makes it possible for you to keep adding bills while it runs, for continuous 

counting—ideal in environments where time and accuracy are of the utmost importance. The 2650 not only counts the number of bills but even 

calculates the value per denomination.

BILL COUNTER
2650

FLEXIBLE, MAXIMUM-SPEED BILL COUNTING

Calculates the total number and value of 
counted bills per denomination

Adjustable counting speed: 800 - 1,200 - 1,500 
bills per minute

Batch function, to create fixed series of a 
preset number of bills

- Counts and verifies up to 1,500 bills per minute

- Adjustable counting speed

- 3-point counterfeit detection: UV, MG and size

- Batch counting and add function

- Auto start and stop function

- Counting modes: sort, value count calculator of sorted bills and   

 sheet counting

- Large LCD display with clear layout

- Alarm when suspected counterfeit bill has been detected
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WARRANTY
- 3 years   

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

- Product type:    Automatic bill counter

- Counting speed:   800 / 1,200 / 1,500 bills per minute 

- Detection method:  Ultraviolet, MG and size

- Supported currencies:  All currencies

- Hopper/stacker capacity:  Up to 500 / 250 bills

- Display:    3.2” LCD screen

- Interface:   RS-232 (external display connection)

- Dimensions (WxHxD):  11.2 x 9.7 x 9.5 inch

- Weight:     14.5 lbs

- Power:    AC 110V-240V

- Certifications / compliancies   CE, FCC, WEEE, RoHS, REACH

PACKAGE CONTENTS
- Safescan 2650

- Power cord

- Cleaning & service kit

- Dust cover

- Warranty card

- Quick installation guide

ACCESSORIES

Safescan Cleaning cards
Art. no: 136-0546

BANKNOTE FEATURE DETECTION

UV feature
detection

UV and MG
feature detection

SIZE (height) 
in ‘sort’ count mode only

Safescan 2610 • — •
Safescan 2650 • • •


